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Mizuno Yoroko

Mizuno Yoroko is a Player Character originally created by mizunoyoroko and is currently available for
adoption.
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Mizuno Yoroko
Species & Gender: Minkan Female

Date of Birth: YE 22
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Officer

Rank: Nothing found
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

Any1.

Physical Description

Yoroko is an average build for a Yamataian, and has peach colored skin. She has black eyes, but other
wise no outstanding facial features. Yoroko has black hair that is just a little bit longer than shoulder
length. While on duty she wears her hair in a pony tail, while off duty she wears it down.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=species:minkan
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=timeline:ye_22
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:start
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Personality

A socially competent person who is outgoing and easy going. Yoroko is a mostly non confrontational
person, however in order to relieve the stress of pent up frustration with people Yoroko frequently spars
and practices martial arts. Yoroko joined to military in order to receive her Yamataian body. She has no
qualms about the job because it has the potential to allow her to make a lot of friends.

She enjoys Talking, Martial Arts, Rice, Sweet food. She dislikes bigotry and confrontation. Her since
having obtained a command position has since changed, to commanding her own star ship one day.

History

Mizuno Yoroko was born in YE 22.

Yoroko was first created as a Neko that was a maid in a nobles house. After 8 years of servitude she was
allowed to be transplanted into a Yamataian body if she joined the Star Army of Yamatai. Yoroko joined
the Star Army of Yamatai in YE29. She was killed in YE 33 during the Battle of the Lost Fleet on the YSS
Miharu, but her YE 29-era Soul remains on file with the Star Army.

Fort Ready

Class 1

Yoroko received accelerated training at Fort Ready I and was part of Class 1. While at Ft. Ready Yoroko
met and became friends with Kai Nakamura and Tsukade Yuril during an power armor training exercise.
The exercise was successfully completed by the small team. The next day was a vacation of sorts.
Recruits were allowed to go into the nearby city and do whatever they wanted. Yoroko purchased a white
summer dress and some black sandals to go with it. Afterwards she headed to various other places and
eventually ended up at the beach with Kai and Yuril. While at the beach the Mishhu attacked the Fort, a
bus pulled up and the recruits were shuttled back to the base.

Meeting Class 2

Once they had returned they were told to participate with Class 2 in a power armor training session.
During the session, a few misshu made it back to the base forcing the two classes to cut it short and
move to assist what base personnel were available. When they arrived the group saw a misshu impale a
neko on it's tentacles. The group sprang into action, freed the neko from the Misshu and killed it's
attacker as well as a few of his friends. By the time the instructors had returned, there was one misshu
left, the instructors finished it off.
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Aftermath

Once the area was secure the recruits were sent back to the barracks in jeeps. On the way back there
was a heated discussion during which Noboru made a racist comment toward Nekovalkyrjas, it wasn't
taken lightly. The next morning the recruits went through their usual activities before being given a
break. During that time Yoroko took Noburo out to spar privately. Yoroko kicked Noboru a little too
strongly, knocking the wind out of the Yamataian and breaking his glasses (they fell off his face). After a
few tears and a short conversation between the two Yoroko helped Noboru to his feet and took him to the
medical area where he recieved a short treatment in a hemosynth tank. Later that day Noboru confessed
that he liked Yoroko. At the time Yoroko was unprepared for such a commitment, and asked to take it
slow. Later that day the recruits graduated, Yoroko's first step toward her freedom.

YSS Miharu

Mission 2

Note1) After completing Ft. Ready Yoroko was assigned to the YSS Miharu. Yoroko went to Gemini Star
Fortress to await transfer to the Miharu. While there Yoroko met several new people as well as a few
friends from Ft. Ready. After everyone seemed to have arrived the group was put aboard a shuttle-craft
and transferred to the Miharu where they were given a tour of the ship, introduced to the rest of the
crew, and given a briefing on the next mission. The crew started searching for the probes, after around 2
weeks of searching they found one of Eve's strongholds, unfortunately the Miharu wasn't equipped to
assault it so they rendezvous with the YSS Pelican, an Anri class deep space repair vessel, for repairs.
Once docked the crew received a news update that shocked some of the crew. The Ketsurui had given up
the throne to the Motoyoshi. Although the news was already weeks old, to the crew it was still fresh.
Later that night the crew threw a party for Miyoko and Yukari, since it was their birthday. As the crew
enjoyed the evening, a news announcement came through. The 5th Expeditionary Fleet had withdrawn
from Yamatai. This hit Yoroko in a particularly hard way, as Noboru had been a member of the 5th XF.
Later the party was attempted to be resurrected, with partial success, gifts were given, and Yoroko went
to bed intoxicated.

In Orbit of Yamatai

While docked with the Pelican for repairs the Miharu was transported back to Yamatai for a meeting
among the high ranking members of the Ketsurui Clan. Although the meeting was eventually conducted
remotely via holograms in the rec room, the crew had by that point arrived at Yamatai. Yoroko awoke
with a nasty hangover from the night before, and proceed to the med-bay to get a pill for it. After that
was taken care of Yoroko went to bathe in the baths.

Death, Revival, and the Present

Yoroko died heroically serving on the Miharu and her name is listed one the Miharu Shrine. Mizuno
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Yoroko's mental back up was retrieved by the Miharu Clan during the Fortuna mission. The Miharu clan
had her revived after a time , along with the others who had died with her. Yoroko was revived just prior
the attack on Amaya's Gate .

The Trauma of being dead for over two years saw the newly resurrected Yoroko's have something of a
personality change. She desired to prove her self worthy of her existence and opted to reenlist into
Officer Training School. Yoroko never showed the leadership qualities under her previous commander to
rise above the base enlisted rank in the Star Army. The quiet and non-confrontational Yoroko seeing her
initial death as a motivator decided to prove her self wrong. She spent time as a Jôtô Hei But when her
contract was completed she got a recommendation from Ketsurui Kotori in the Star Army Academy of
Military & Medical Sciences. A former Infantry soldier, Yoroko did give the time in school everything she
had. Unfortunately her nature…and the judgment of her former superiors saw the hopeful Yoroko
complete officer training on the lower end of the spectrum. Yoroko is back into service currently as a
Shoi….

Skills Learned

Communications

Yoroko is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Yoroko is fluent in English, and can speak and write correctly and
efficiently. Yoroko can also write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

She is fluent in Yamataigo, Trade

Combat Training

Yoroko received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is
skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor.

Technology Operation

Yoroko is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
star-ships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information

Mathematics

Yoroko received basic mathematics training, up to and including algebra and trigonometry.
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Martial Arts

Something of a hobby, Yoroko studies various fighting styles in an effort to develop her own perfect form
of fighting. In hand to hand combat she is quite talented and intuitive making her rather exceptional in a
hand to hand fight.

Home Economics

Yoroko was a former Neko unit until she received her Yamataian upgrade. Her duty, while she was a
Neko, was equivalent to that of a maid. After she completed her years of servitude she was allowed to
upgrade to a Yamataian body.

Officer Training

Now as an officer Yoroko is familiar with star ship operations, the chain of command, Yamataian law, and
duty. She is familiar and trained in how to lead, though at present she is still green and thus untested.

OOC Information

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? Yes
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